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Abstract-In this paper, we investigate the gateway selec
tion problem for throughput optimization in multi-radio multi
channel wireless mesh networks. In contrast to the various 
methodologies in the literature, we not only explicitly model the 
delay overhead that is incurred during channel switching, and 
consider this delay-related issue in the design of our mechanism 
but also employ the most reliable interference model in our 
approach, e.g., physical interference model. From our best knowl
edge, it is the first time to take account switching overhead into 
the scenario of gateway selection in multi-radio multi-channel 
wireless networks under physical interference model. Given the 
number of gateways to be deployed in the network system 
and the interference model adopted for the communication, 
we study how to select a proper subset of mesh nodes to be 
equipped with gateway functionality in the network such that 
the total network throughput is maximized meanwhile a certain 
fairness among all mesh nodes can be also guaranteed. In this 
paper, we formulate the scenario mentioned above as a NP
hard optimization problem. Due to extremely high computational 
burden to generate an optimal solution, we propose a new 
gateway selection scheme (e.g., a new approximation algorithm) 
using a cross-layer throughput optimization. Combining with 
a new interference-aware link-channel scheduling algorithm we 
proposed in this work, we show that the performance on the 
achieved network throughput by our gateway selection scheme 
is only a logarithmical factor far to the optimum in terms of the 
size of network. 

Index Terms-Gateway selection, throughput optimization, 
interference-free link-channel scheduling, approximation algo
rithms, multi-radio multi-channel wireless mesh networks, phys
ical interference model. 

I .  INTRODUCTION 

Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) [4] have drawn lots of 
intensive attention in recent years due to its various potential 
applications such as broadband home networking, community 
and neighborhood networks, and enterprise networking. The 
WMNs have been envisioned as an emerging communication 
paradigm to enable resilient, cost-efficient and reliable services 
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for the future-generation wireless networks, and can signifi
cantly improve the network throughput with multi-radio multi
channel architecture. Moreover, it has also been used as the 
last mile solution for extending the Intern et connectivity for the 
mobile users [23] .  Many cities and wireless companies have 
already deployed mesh networks around world. F or instant, 
in Cam bridge on the 3rd J une 200 6, WMNs were used at 
the " Strawberry F air" to run mobile live television, radio and 
intern et services to roughly 80, 000 people. More exam ples can 
be found in [23] .  O ne of most important features of WMNs 
is that the communication channels can be shared by different 
wireless terminals, which leads to the reduction of network 
capacity due to interference caused by simultaneous transmis
sions. The interference can be alleviated but not be eliminated 
by employing multiple channels and multiple radios in WMNs. 
Conseq uently, these related issues bring an very interesting 
and challenging cross-layer throughput optimization problem 
in terms of j oint channel assignment and link scheduling in 
WMNs. 

In the WMNs, the system consists of mesh routers and mesh 
clients. E ach mesh routers operates not only as a host but 
also as a router, forwarding packets on behalf of other mesh 
routers that may not be within direct wireless transmission 
range of their destinations. A WMN is dynam ically self
organized and self-configured, with mesh nodes in the network 
automatically establishing and maintaining mesh connectivity 
am ong themselves. This feature brings many advantages to 
WMNs such as low up-front cost, easy network maintenance, 
robustness, and reliable service coverage [4] . The common 
network infrastructure of WMNs is illustrated in F igure 1 .  The 
mesh routers with gateway functionality connect to the Intern et 
by wires and act as the Intern et gateways for the WMN. 
Meanwhile, other original mesh routers without gateway func
tionality take the responsibility of relaying traffic between the 
gateways and the wireless mesh clients in a multi-hop fashion. 

In this paper, we are interested in how to select the fixed 
number of mesh routers to be eq uipped with gateway function
ality in the WMN under considerations of physical interference 
model and switching overhead such that the total network 
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Fig. l. The network infrastructure of wireless mesh network. 

throughput is maximized meanwhile it also ensures a certain 
fairn ess am ong all mesh routers. To the best of our knowledge, 
it is the first time to investigate such a scenario under physical 
interference model in the WMN. 

A. Related Work 

O ptimal placement of gateways in a wireless network is 
a very challenging problem which has been proven to be 
NP-hard for most formulations and scenarios of network 
deployment [10 ] ,  [8 ] ,  [26] . Chandra et al. [9 ] presented a series 
of gateway placement algorithms that focused on the impact of 
link capacity constraints, wireless interference, fault tolerance, 
and various traffic demands. Gupta and K umar [1 2] studied the 
asymptotic capacity of multi-hop wireless networks. Investi
gation of the capacity of wireless networks under different 
models can be found in [22], [1 3] .  K yasanur and Vaidya [21 ] 
studied the capacity region on random multi-hop multi-radio 
multi-channel wireless networks. K odialam and Nandagopal 
[18 ] investigated the problem of j ointly routing the fl ows 
and scheduling transmissions to achieve a given rate based 
on the protocol interference model in single channel wireless 
networks. In [19 ] ,  K odialam and Nandagopal extended their 
previous work to the scenario with consideration of multiple 
radios and mU ltiple channels. Alicherry et al. [1 ] ,  presented a 
linear program ming based method for j oint schemes of multi
path routing, link scheduling, and static channel assignment for 
throughput optimization in multi-radio multi-channel WMNs. 
All these work either focused on the capacity of multi-hop 
WMNs without gateways or assumed the static situation such 
that the positions of the mesh routers and gateways are fixed 
and given in advance. Very recently, L i  et al. [23] studied 
the unfixed scenario for the gateway placement, e.g., where to 
place the gateways in the mesh backbone in order to achieve 
optimal throughput, and they also proposed a novel grid-based 
gateway deployment method using a cross-layer throughput 
optimization. 

Many algorithms that tried to optimize the efficiency of 
multi-radio multi-channel WMNs using the strategies that re-

q uires freq uent change of channels, which obviously leads to a 
large of accumulation of switching delays between end to end 
mesh nodes. Moreover, the impact of switching delays on the 
overall network performance becomes even more significant 
when switching occurs across different freq uency bands [21 ] . 
F or exam ple, when a mesh router has two radio interfaces such 
as 802 . 1 1  a card (operates on 5 GH z band) and 802 . 1 1  b / 9 card 
(operating on 2 . 2 GH z band), switching between two bands is 
possible with the delay much larger than the delay from the 
switching within the sam e  band. As a result, the switching 
overheads not only affect the end to end delays but also 
degrade network capacity. According to the work in [21 ], the 
switching delay degrades the network capacity as a function 
of S!T' where S is switch delay and T is transmission time. 
F rom the function above, the value of S can approach the 
value ofT .  Conseq uently, it can cause a significant degradation 
in network capacity. This highlights the need to investigate 
the delays induced due to the switching overhead in the 
development of gateway placement schemes for throughput 
optimization in multi-radio multi-channel WMNs which had 
been also addressed in [36] . 

R esearch on the gateway placement problem has also been 
conducted in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [7 ] ,  [5 ] ,  [29 ] , 
[9 ] ,  [30 ] , [2] , [17 ] ,  [3] ,  [15 ] ,  [39 ] . Typically, it can be defined 
as the optimal layout for a known number of gateways in 
order to maximize some performance metrics, such as total 
communication throughput [7 ] and area coverage [5 ] .  In some 
applications [29 ] , the number of gateways may not be known 
in advance and thus the optimal number and location of the 
gateways need to be configured. Chandra et al. [9 ] formulated 
the scenario of gateway placement as a network fl ow problem 
and a max-fl ow min-cut based algorithm was developed for 
the selection of the gateways. In [30 ] by Prasad and Wu, the 
gateways are chosen from a given potential set of the gateways, 
in which a recursive O PE N/CL O SE heuristic start s from a 
feasible solution and repeatedly decreases the cost in order 
to find proper gateways for the corr esponding applications. 
R ecently, Aoun et al. [2] proposed a Q oS-based gateway 
selection approach for wireless mesh networks and developed 
a recursive algorithm with the purpose of minimizing the num
ber of gateways and also guaranteeing the Q oS req uirements. 
Genetic algorithms have been employed for optimizing the 
design and operation in WSNs [17 ] ,  [3] ,  [15 ] ,  [39 ] . In [17 ] ,  
K anna et al. took into account the minimization of power 
consumption while maximizing sensor exposure and coverage. 
The problem considered in [3] is to maximize the throughput 
and coverage, whereas [15 ] ,  J in et al. focused on minimizing 
the interference in the WSNs. R ecently, Y oussef and Y ounis 
[39 ] presented a solution for minimizing the data latency 
through optimal placement of gateways. 

Deployment schemes of gateways have been studied in 
WL ANs and cellular infrastructure as well. H owever, most 
of this work focused on guaranteeing signal coverage or 
minimizing the number of gateways to provide better coverage. 
In [20 ] , K ouhbor et al. attempt to find the optimal number of 
gateways and their locations for WL AN environment that in-



cludes obstacles. Pabst et al. [27 ] showed that the deployment 
of fixed relay nodes can enhance the capacity of hybrid cellular 
networks. F ong et al. [11 ]  investigated some fixed broadband 
wireless access deployment schemes to increase the network 
capacity. 

The most related work to ours is the one [36] in which a 
time-efficient approximation algorithm with constant approx
imation ratio guarantee in terms of the network throughput 
had been proposed for gateway selection problem that also 
took into account the switching overhead which incurr ed 
due to switch radios dynam ically between different channels 
during the transmission schedule. H owever, the work in [36] 
employed an unrealistic graph-based interference model that 
can not capture the interference between links more accurately 
compared to the physical interference model [19 ]  we adopted 
in this work. 

B. Our Contributions 

In this paper, we investigate the problem of gateway 
selection for throughput optimization in multi-radio multi
channel wireless mesh networks. In contrast to the various 
methodologies in the literature, we not only explicitly model 
the delay overhead that is incurred during channel switching, 
and consider this delay-related issue in the design of our 
mechanism but also employ the most reliable interference 
model in our approach, e.g., physical interference model. 
F rom our best knowledge, it is the first time to take account 
switching overhead into the scenario of gateway selection in 
multi-radio multi-channel wireless networks under physical 
interference model. In this paper, we formulate such a gateway 
selection scenario as a NP-hard optimization problem. Due 
to extremely high computational burden to generate an opti
mal solution, we also propose a new time-efficient gateway 
selection method (e.g., a new approximation algorithm with 
polynomially computational time in terms of the size of the 
network) using a cross-layer throughput optimization. Com
bining with a new interference-aware link-channel scheduling 
algorithm proposed also in this work, we can show that our 
gateway selection scheme can effectively exploit the available 
resources, and prove that the performance of our scheme on 
the achieved network throughput is only a logarithmical factor 
far to the optimum in terms of the size of network. Simulation 
results demonstrate that the proposed scheme in this work 
can effectively exploit the available resources and achieve 
much better network throughput than existing random, fixed 
deployment and grid-based methods in the literature. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, 
the general model ofWMNs and communication principles are 
described. The gateway placement problem for throughput op
timization under considerations of the switching overhead and 
physical interference model is defined and mathematically for
mulated in Section III. In Section IV, a new interference-aware 
link-channel scheduling under considerations of switching 
overhead and physical interference model in multi-radio multi
channel WMNs is proposed, which is the core component of 
our approach in order to guarantee the performance in terms of 
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TABLE I 
NOTATIONS 

Definition 
Wireless mesh network 

Size of WMN 
Set of mesh nodes 

Set of directed communication links 
Directed communication graph G = (V, E) 

Set of directed link that start at mesh node V 
Set of directed link that end at mesh node v 

Number of gateways 
Set of k gateway nodes if> = {4>1, 4>2,··· ,4>k} 

Transmission range of mesh node Vi 
Interference range of mesh node Vi 

The subset of mesh nodes within the transmission range of Vi 
The subset of mesh nodes within the interference range of Vi 

Interference-transmission ratio Ii = ;��:� for Vi 
RI(i) 1= maxviEV RT(i) 

The transmission power at mesh node i on channel f 
The power attenuation from i to j on channel f 

The interference power received by j from i on channel f 
The channel bandwidth 

Traffic demand of mesh node V from its wireless clients 
Time duration for period scheduling 

Channel set of the WMN 
Maximum data transmit rate of link e on channel f 
Set of links that interfere with link e on channel f 

Traffic delivery requirement for link e on channel f 
Total scheduled traffic on link e 

Binary variable 
indicates whether e transmits on channel f at time t E [1, T] 

Switching overhead 
The interference power accumulated at j on channel f 

Data transmission rate for e = (i, j) on f at time slot t 
The antenna gain of i on channel f 

The distances from i to j 
The path fading factor 

Binary variable 
The pre-defined interference threshold at j on channel f 

indicates whether channel f can be used by a link e 
Number of radio interfaces equipped at U 

Minimum fairness 

the network throughput and will be used as a post-procedure 
of the gateway selection scheme we will introduced in later 
section. In Section V, we present a new gateway selection 
scheme for throughput optimization. Simulation results are 
shown in Section VI, before Section VII concludes this paper. 

II .  THE WMN MODEL AND COMMUNICATION PRINCIPLES 

In this section, we first introduce the model of multi
radio multi-channel WMNs which followed by the interference 
model we adopted in this work. Some relevant terminologies, 
e.g., SINR and data transmission rate are described as well. F or 
easy reading, we summarize all used notations of the system 
in this paper in Table 1. 

A. The Network Model 

A WMN can be modeled as a directed graph G = (V, E), 
where V = {Vb V2, . . .  , vn} is the set of n mesh nodes which 
includes the ordinary mesh routers and the ones to be eq uipped 
with gateway functionality in the WMN, and E is the set 



of possible directed communication links. Note that we only 
focus on the mesh backbone in this paper that is the sam e  
consideration as those work in [23], [36] . L et E-(v)(E+(v) ) 
denote the set of directed links that end ( start ) at node v. More
over, RT(i) and RI(i) present the transmission range and the 
interference range of the mesh node i respectively. Typically, 
RT(i) < RI(i) ::; CRT(i) for some constant c > 1. Normally, 
We call the ratio 'Yi = :���� as Interference-Transmission ratio 
for mesh node Vi, where 2 ::; 'Yi ::; 5 in practical. F or all 
mesh nodes, let'Y = maXviEV :�m. F urthermore, let T(Vi) 
and I ( Vi) denote the subsets of mesh nodes which contain the 
mesh nodes within the transmission range and the interference 
range of mesh node Vi respectively. E very mesh routers Vi has 
a transmission range RT( i) : Ilvi -Vj II ::; RT( i) which is not 
the sufficient condition for (Vi, V j) E E due to the physical 
barriers or the selection of routing protocols. F or each link 
e = (u, v), the ma ximum data transmission rate at which a 
mesh router u can communicate with another mesh router V 
in one-hop communication fashion by link e on channel/ is 
denoted by c(e, f) . 

Among the set V for all mesh nodes, only limited number 
of mesh nodes at most k can be eq uipped with the gateway 
functionality and provide the connectivity to the Intern et as 
gateways for the WMN . To simplify our presentation, let 
� = {4>1, 4>2, . . .  , 4>k} be the set of k gateways. All other 
mesh nodes V E V - � are ordinary mesh routers. E ach 
ordinary mesh router V will aggregate the traffic from all 
its wireless mesh clients and then route them to the Intern et 
through some gateways. We assume that the capacity between 
any gateway to the Intern et is sufficient large. We denote 
the total aggregated outgoing (incoming) traffic load from 
mesh node u by lo(u)(lI(U)). In this paper, we will focus 
on outgoing traffic pattern . Note that it is easy to extend our 
work to the scenario under consideration of both incoming 
and outgoing traffic pattern s by defining routing fl ows for both 
traffic pattern s separately. To simplify our presentation, we use 
l(u) to denote such traffic load for mesh node u. Note also 
that the traffic load l ( u) is not req uested to be routed through 
a specific gateway, neither req uested to be using a single 
path routing protocol since we are interested and investigating 
what is the best achievable throughput in the given multi
radio multi-channel WMN by using best possible routing 
and link-channel scheduling protocols under considerations of 
switching overhead and physical interference model. F rom our 
best knowledge, it is the first time to investigate such a scenario 
in the literature. 

B. Interference Model 

Different types of interference models have been studied 
in the literature, which include protocol interference model 
[1 2], fixed protocol interference model [33] ,  R TS/CTS model 
[1 ] ,  and physical interference model [19 ] ,  [37 ] , [38 ] .  In this 
paper, we adopt the physical interference model. When the 
mesh nodes Vi E I (V j) transmit, V j will receive interference 
power from all transmitting mesh nodes in I ( V j ) .  L et T{j 
denote the interference power received by mesh node j due 

to the transmission from mesh node i E I ( V j) on channel / .  
According to the definition of the physical interference model 
[19 ] ,  [34] , [37 ] , T{j can be expressed as follows. 

(1 ) 

where p! and h{j denote the transmission power at mesh 
node i and the power attenuation from i to j on channel / 
respectively. Note that we take into account the fixed power 
scheme in this work however it is not difficult to adopt the 
adaptive power control scheme to furt her improve the network 
throughput by employing the strategies of the power control in 
[34] . Due to the space constraint, we defer these issues to the 
extended version of this work. According to the description of 
physical interference model, h{j can be calculated as follows. 

I GfGf 
hij = (dij)�' Vi E I(j) 1\ / E f , (2) 

where G{ ,  Gf, dij, and a denote the antenna gains of i and 
j on channel / ,  the distances from i to j, and the path fading 
factor respectively. 

Conseq uently, the interference power Tf (I ) accumulated at 
j due to the simultaneous transmissions from all active mesh 
nodes on channel / within the interference range of Vj at the 
time slot t can be formulated as follows. 

II(j)1 
Tf (I , t) = L ThX(i,j),f,t i=1 

II(j)1 GI GI pi X .. '" i j i (�,3),f,t < rf V· E V 1\ / E f 
L...J (dij)1l< - 3' J , i=1 

(3) 

where Xe=(i,j),I,t is a binary variable and the situation when 
Xe,l,t = 1 indicates mesh node i is scheduled to transmit to 
the intended receiver j in the given time step t on channel / ,  
otherwise i stays in listening mode on the channel / .  Due to 
the coexistence regulation of different transmitting mesh nodes 
under physical interference model, Tf (I , t) can not exceed the 

predefined system threshold rf at any intended receiver j on 
channel/ .  

To make the gateway selection problem feasible, interesting 
and challenging, we always assume that Th ::; rf (e.g., single 
transmission) for all i, j E V 1\ / E f . 

To schedule multiple links at the sam e  time slot, we 
have to ensure that the accumulated interference power at 
corr esponding receivers of each link due to the simultaneous 
transmissions will not exceed the pre-defined interference 
threshold, e.g., constraint Eq uation 3 .  

C. SINR and Data Transmission Rate 

According to the description of physical interference model, 
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR ) of link e = 

(i, j) on channel/ at time slot t can be expressed as follows. 

I hf.plXelt ei,it) = � � I' 
i , Vi E I(vj) 1\/ E f (4) 

No+I. -h .. P Xelt 3 �3 � " 



where h& and p! denote the power attenuation from mesh 
node Vi to mesh node Vj and the transmission power of 
Vi on channel f respectively. Moreover, No presents the 
background noise received at Vj, If denotes the interference 
powers received from all transmitting mesh nodes within the 
interference range of Vj on channel f at time slot t. According 
to the definition of SINR , If can be defined as follows. 

1[(Vj)1 
If = L h&P! Xe=(i,j),f,t. (5 ) 

i=l 
According to Shannon' channel capacity formulation, the data 
transmission rate (DTR ) )..L(t) for link e = (i,j) on channel 
f at time slot t can be estimated by 

)..! .(t) = B log2(1 + e! .(t)) ZJ t,J (6) 

where B is the channel bandwidth and eL (t) is the corre
sponding SINR . 

III .  PROBLEM FORMULATION 

In this section, we formulate the problem how to select at 
most k mesh nodes to be eq uipped with gateway functionality 
in the given multi-radio multi-channel WMN to make the best 
achievable throughput by using best possible routing and link
channel scheduling protocols under consideration of physical 
interference model meanwhile we also take into account the 
switching overhead between different channels varied on the 
time domain. In this work, we assume that the routing between 
a given mesh router and some gateways can use multiple 
paths. The essential assumption we used in this paper is that 
the aggregated traffic loads between the mesh routers and the 
gateways can be infinitely divisible. Moreover, we also assume 
that the time is slotted and synchronized. H owever, these 
assumptions are acceptable in the scenario we investigated in 
multi-radio multi-channel WMNs here according to the argu
ments mentioned in [23], [36] . Note also that the exactly sam e  
assumptions had been made in [23] ,  [36] as well. H owever, 
the schemes proposed in [23], [36] are mainly designed for 
the scenario under the protocol interference model and that 
can not be implied to the scenario we investigated here under 
consideration of physical interference model. 

E very mesh router u has a traffic demand l(u) that needs 
to be routed to the Intern et via some gateways ¢. We want 
to select a proper subset of mesh nodes to be eq uipped 
with the gateway functionality in order to maximize the 
total routed traffic to the Intern et under physical interference 
model meanwhile the minimum traffic demand of each mesh 
router from itself and its wireless mesh clients should be 
also guaranteed. The approach we developed here is to give 
each link e on channel f an interference-aware transmission 
schedule which assigns the time slots for transmission on the 
corresponding links in order to max imize the overall network 
throughput meanwhile we take account into the switching 
overhead between different channels during the schedule. A 
interference-aware link-channel scheduling is to assign each 
link e with channel f a set of time slots c [1, T] in which it 

can transmit at the allocated time slots and the accumulated 
interference power (e.g., simultaneous transmissions) at any 
intended receiver at any time slot during the schedule will not 
exceed the pre-defined system threshold (e.g., Eq uation 3), 
where T is the scheduling period. We assume that each mesh 
node is eq uipped with at least one radio interface and can 
dynam ically switch radios from one channel to another chan
nel with additional overhead ( which represents as a fraction 
of the duration of one single time slot, where 0 � ( < 1. 

L et X(i,j),f,t E {O, I} be a binary variable which indicates 
whether the link e = (i, j) on channel f is scheduled to 
transmit at time slot t. Xe,J,t = 1 means that the link e is 
allowed to transmit on channel f at time slot t in the schedule, 
otherwise Xe,f,t = O. Moreover, if Xe,f,t = 1 and the link e 
does not turn on the channel f in the previous time slot t - 1, 
then it has to take ( time to switch the channel to f during the 
current time slot t. We focus on periodic schedule here, which 
means that Xe,f,t = Xe,f,Hi.T for every link e, channel f, 
and time slot t within every schedule period T, where i ?: 0 is 
any integer (e.g., sam e  assumption is also used in [23], [36]). 

We can now formulate the gateway selection problem for 
throughput optimization in multi-radio multi-channel WMNs 
under considerations of physical interference model and 
switching overhead as a nonlinear NP-hard optimization prob
lem that can be formulated as follows. 

subj ect to: 

k 
Max Lf(¢i); 

i=l 

'"' n· < k' � t_ , 

(7 ) 

(8 ) 

f(u) = L f(e) - L f(e), Vu E V - <P; (10 ) 
eEE+(u) eEE-(u) 

f(u) ?: )"ol(u), Vu E V; 

f(e) = La(e,f) ·c(e,f),Ve E E; 
fEf 

1[(j)1 Gf Gf pf X .. '"' i j i (t,J),f,t < rf � 
(dij)"" - J' i=l 

Vj E V, Vi E I(j), Vf E f, Vt E [1, T]; 

)..! .(t) X X _t_,J_ e,J,t e,J,t-l c( e, f) 

(11 )  

(1 2) 

(1 3) 

Ve E E, Vf, I' E f /\ f ¥- 1'; (1 4) 

)..L(t) = B log2(1 + e{,j(t)), 
V(i,j) E E, Vf E f, Vt E [1, T]; (15 ) 



f h{pfXeft e (t) -
%) % " 

i,j -N,+If_h{pfX ' o ) %) % e,f,t 
Vi E I(vj), Vf E f, Vt E [ I,T]; 

a(e, f )  ::; 8(e, f ), Ve E E, Vf E f; 
L a(e, f )  ::; iR(u), Ve E E, Vu E V - q>; 
fEf 

a(e, f) � O,Ve E E,Vf E f; 

a(e, f )  ::; 1, Ve E E, Vf E f; 

8(e, f) E { O, I}, Ve E E, Vf E f; 

Xe,f,t E {O, I}, Ve E E, Vf E f, Vt E [1, T]; 

<Pi E { I,2, . . .  ,n},V<pi E q> C V; 

7Ti E { O, I}, VVi E V. 

(1 6) 

(17 )  

(1 S) 

(19 ) 

(20 ) 

(21 ) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

The obj ective (Eq uation 7 )  of our gateway placement scheme 
is to max imize the ma ximum throughput for the given multi
radio multi-channel WMN. The first constraint (Eq uation 
S) bounds the number of gateways at most k. The second 
constraint (Eq uation 9 )  describes the traffic loads achieved 
at the gateways, which is the difference between the traffic 

fl ow comes to gateway <Pi and the fl ow goes out of <Pi, 
where f (e) is the total scheduled traffic over link e. Similarly, 
the third constraint (Eq uation 10 ) calculates the traffic loads 
achieved by a mesh router u without gateway functionality. 
The fourth constraint (Eq uation 11 ) refers to the fairn ess 
constraint on each mesh router, where >'0 denotes the minimum 
fairn ess constraint in terms of data delivery ratio. E ach link 
e = (u, v) can only operate a subset of the channel set f in the 
WMN. L et a(e, f) E [0,1] denote (or be considered roughly 
eq uivalent to) the fraction of the time slots in one scheduling
period that link e is actively transmitting using ma ximum 
data transmission rate (e.g., capacity of link c( e, f )  on chan
nel f .  The specific definition of a( e, f )  will be given by 

Eq uaiton 1 4. O bviously, a( e, f )  . c( e, f )  is the corresponding 
achieved fl ow at link e on channel f .  Conseq uently, the fift h 
constraint (Eq uation 1 2) exactly presents the total scheduled 
traffic loads over link e. Note that the purpose to define and 
employ the notation a( e, f )  is to q uantitatively analysis the 
performance of our scheme. The sixth constraint (Eq uation 1 3) 
says that a schedule should guarantee that the the accumulated 
interference power at any intended receiver j on channel f 
due to the simultaneous transmissions from the scheduled 
links within the interference range of j will not exceed the 
pre-defined interference threshold rf. The seventh constraint 
(Eq uation 1 4) specifies the calculation of a(e, f )  at each 
link e on channel f through one scheduling-period T under 
considerations of switching overhead ( between the different 
channels during the schedule and physical interference model. 
Note that a( e, f )  also indicates the achieved traffic fl ow at 
corresponding links by the schedule. The eighth constraint 
(Eq uation 15 ) mentions the relation between the data transmis
sion rate and SINR . Moreover, the ninth constraint shows how 

to explicitly calculate the SINR . The tenth constraint (Eq uation 
17 ) says the availability of a channel f over link e in the 
schedule, where 8( e, f )  E { O, I} is a binary variable which 
indicates whether a channel f can be used by a link e in the 
WMN since each mesh node only allows to access a subset 
of the channel set f in the system. The eleventh constraint 
(Eq uation IS) says the feasibility of the channel usage in which 
the number of channels can be used simultaneously should be 
less than the total available radio interfaces eq uipped at mesh 
node u in the system. The next two ineq ualities (Eq uations 19 
and 20 ) give the lower and upper bounds for the feasible fl ow 
which can be achieved. The last four constraints (Eq uations 
21 , 22, 23 and 24) define the values of four variables 8(e, f ) , 
Xe,f,t, <Pi, and 7Ti· 

IV. INTERFERENCE-AWARE LINK-CHANNEL SCHEDULING 
IN MULTI-RADIO MULTI-CHANNEL WMNs 

Interference-aware link-channel scheduling for wireless net
works has been studied in [33] ,  [23] .  H owever, none of these 
work had taken account of the issues of channel switching 
overhead in the link-channel scheduling algorithms. Note also 
that the existing methodologies in these work can not be 
directly implied to the scenario under consideration of delay 
overhead due to switching radios from one channel to another. 
Moreover, the existing methodologies cannot guarantee the 
performance in terms of network throughput when the switch
ing overhead is taken account into, specially for the condition 
when the switching overhead fraction ( is approaching to 
1. Very recently, the switching overhead had been taken 
account into the throughput optimization in WMNs [36] . 
H owever, the approach proposed in [36] mainly designed 
for the scenario under consideration of protocol interference 
model and that can not be implied to our scenario based on 
physical interference model. In this section, we propose a 
new interference-aware link-channel scheduling scheme which 
not only explicitly considers the switching overhead in multi
radio multi-channel WMNs but also employs the most reliable 
interference model, e.g., physical interference model. The 
details are illustrated in Algorithm 1. This approach will be 
used as a post procedure of our gateway selection scheme 
described in Section V and takes a crucial role to achieve a 
logarithmical fraction of the optimum in terms of the network 
throughput. F or the instant, we assume that we know exact 
mesh nodes with gateway functionality that will serve as the 
Intern et gateways. 

A. Subset Oblivious Algorithm 

To simplify our presentation and the analysis of our 
interference-aware link-channel scheduling algorithm later, we 
briefl y  introduce the fram e work for the set covering problems 
which called p -approximation subset oblivious algorithm in 
[6] . A various version of [6] will be used as a sub-procedure 
in the design of our new interference-aware link-channel 
scheduling approach that will be described in Section IV-B . 

Given a set I of d -dimensional items, the i -th corresponding 
to ad -tuple (tf, t�,··· ,tt), that must be packed into the 



smallest number of unit-size bins, corresponding to the d -tuple 
(1"" ,1). Given an instant I, let opt(I) denote the value of 
the optimal solution for I. This problem can be formulated as 
the following general set covering problem, in which a set I of 
items has to be covered by configurations from the collection 
C � 21, where each configuration C E C corresponds to a set 
of items that can be packed into a bin: 

min{ LYG: LYG ;:::1(i E I),YG E {a, 1}(C E cn 
GEC iEG 

(25 ) 
Since the collection C is exponentially large for the given 
application item set I, an approximation algorithm (or L P  
relax ation of 25 ) can be very useful for such an application. 

The dual of this L P  (Eq uation 25 ) is given by 

max{Lwi: LWi::; 1(C E C),Wi;::: O(i E In (26) 
iEI iEG 

Note that the separation problem for the dual is the following 
knapsack-type problem: given weights Wi on each item i, find 
a feasible configuration in which the total weight of items does 
not exceed 1. In the literature, it has been show that: 

Theorem 1: If there exists a Polynomial-Time Approxima
tion Scheme (PTAS) for the separation problem for 26, that is 
given Wi E ]R�I solve maxGEC LiEG Wi, then there exists a 
PTAS for the L P  relaxation of 25 . 
B ased on Theorem 1 ,  an approximation solution of the set 
covering problem 25 has been constructed in [6] , which 
consists the following steps, where 8 > ° is a parameter whose 
value can be specified later. 
Step 1: Solve the L P  relax ation of 25 , possibly approxi
mately in case C is exponentially large in the input size. L et 
y* be the (near-)optimal solution of the L P  relax ation and 
z* = LGEC Yo be its value. L et Cl, C2,' • •  ,Cm E C be the 
configurations associated with the nonzero components of y* ; 
Step 2: Define the binary vector yr starting with Yo = ° 
for C E C and 8 = I (i.e., all items are uncovered) and then 
repeating the following for f8z* /(1-a,¢/2)1 iterations: select 
the configuration C' E {Ct, C2, • • •  ,Cm} such that <1>(8 -C') 
is minimum and let Y(y = 1 and 8 = 8 - C', where a is a 
small parameter such that a'¢ < 1 to be specified later. F or an 
arbitrary set of items 8, <1>(8 ) = In(L;=l eO" EiES wf); 
Step 3: Consider the set of items 8 � I that are not covered 
by Yr, nam ely i E 8 if and only if LiEG Yo = 0, and the 
associated optimization problem for the residual instance 

min{ LYG: LYG;::: 1(i E 8 ),YG E {a, 1}(C E cn· 
GEC iEG 

(27 ) 
Apply some approximation algorithm to the problem 27 yield
ing solution ya; 
Step 4: R eturn the solution yh 

= yr + ya. 
F or the abbreviation, we denote this approach by 

SETCOVER(I, w), where W is the weight vector for Vi E I. 
A crucial notation used in [6] is called the p -approximation 

subset oblivious algorithm which defined as follows. 
Dfifinition 2: A p -approximation algorithm for problem 25 

is called subset oblivious if, for any fixed c > 0, there exist 

constraints d, ,¢, tv (possibly depending on c) such that, for 
every instance I of 25 , there exists vectors WI, w2, • • •  ,wd E 
]RIll with the following properties: (i) LiEG wf ::; ,¢, for each 

C E C and j = 1,2"" ,d; (ii) opt(I) ;::: max1=1 LiEI w{; 
(iii) appr(8 ) ::; pmax1=1 LiES w{ + copt(I) + tv, for each 
8�I . 
The main theorems in [6] we need for the analysis of our new 
interference-aware link-channel algorithm are as follows. 

Theorem 3: d -dimensional bin packing is a d approxima
tion subset oblivious algorithm. 

Theorem 4: The cost of the final heuristic solution 
for d -dimensional bin packing produced by procedure 
SETCOVER(I, w) with 8 = In d, a = (2c / In d )  / ('¢+'¢c / In d )  
and '¢ = 1 is at most 

(2Ind)(1 + c/lnd) (Ind+1+2c)opt(I) +8+ (2c/lnd) +1, (28 ) 

i.e., this is a deterministic o (log d )-approximation algorithm 
for d -dimensional bin packing (e.g., problem 25 ). 

In what follows, we introduce some new observations from 
[34] (e.g., an extension from [6]) which will be employed as 
a sub-procedure in our new interference-aware link-channel 
scheduling scheme in order to guarantee the proper approxi
mation ratio in terms of achievable network throughput. 

Theorem 5: t d -dimensional (multiple multi-dimensional) 
bin packing is a O( t . d )-approximation subset oblivious 
algorithm. 

Theorem 6: The cost of the final heuristic solution 
for t d -dimensional bin packing produced by procedure 
SETCOVER(I, w) with 8 = Ind · t, a = (2c/ Ind · t)/(,¢ + 
'¢c / In d . t) and '¢ = 1 is at most 

(lnd·t+1+2c)opt(I)+8+ (2In�;ctJi�;.
c�lnd) +1, (29 ) 

i.e., this is a deterministic o (log d + log t ) -approximation 
algorithm for t d -dimensional bin packing (e.g., problem 25 ). 

B. Interference-aware link-channel scheduling algorithm 

The basic idea of our interference-aware link-channel 
scheduling algorithm is that we first sort the links based on 
some specific order and then process the req uirement 0: ( e, f )  
for each link e on channel f in a greedy manner under 
consideration of switching overhead based on the physical 
interference model. In order to minimize the interference due 
to the simultaneous transmissions from the selected subset of 
mesh nodes (e.g., a proper subset of the links) meanwhile the 
logarithmical fraction of max imum network throughput can 
be also guaranteed, we reduce such a interference-aware link
channel scheduling under the considerations we mentioned 
above to the multiple multi-dimensional bin packing problem 
in which the number of channels correspond the multiple bins, 
all intended receivers associating on the corresponding links 
correspond to a n-tuple unit-size bin (1"" ,1), and the each 
corresponding transmitter p associating on the selected links 



corresponds to a n-tuple item (w�U) ,w;U) ,'" ,w;U)) , 

where f GfGfpf 
q ( ) _ 

Tpq _ P q P 
wp f - rf - (d )O!rr 

q pq q 

(30 ) 

Aft er execution of the heuristic algorithm for multiple multi
dimensional bin packing produced by extended version of 
procedure SETCOVER(V, w) in [34] , we can guarantee that 
the total time slots used to schedule all selected transmissions 
under consideration of interference constraints can be bounded 
at most logarithmical factor far from the optimum in terms of 
the size of the WMN due to Theorem 6. F rom these con
structed bins by the approach SETCOVER(V, w) in [34] , we 
choose one of them SB with max imal throughput achievement 
that corresponds the one with 

Max ( L (Xe,J,t-l)·L + (1- ()Xe,Jl,t-lAL)), 
(e=(i,j),f)E'13 

Ve E E,Vf,!, E f /\ f ¥-!,. (31 ) 

Conseq uently, we can allocate Xe,J,t = 1 for all transmissions 
at current time slot t for the corresponding links e at channels 
f which have been " packed" in the bin SB. We execute such 
selection and allocation scheme for several iterations until 
all traffic delivery req uirements on each corresponding link 
and channel are satisfied. Moreover, we also ensure that the 
scheduling scheme satisfies the availability constraints on the 
radios and channels in the WMN . 

R egarding to Algorithm 1, in what follows we show that 
the proposed link-channel scheduling scheme is interference
aware and the performance of the proposed approximation 
algorithm in terms of the achievable throughput is only poly
logarithmical factor far from the optimum. 

Theorem 7: Algorithm 1 produces an interference-aware 
link-channel scheduling. 

Proof It directly follows due to the selection strategy 
from the extended version of procedure SETCOVER(V, w) 
in [34] we employed in this work, e.g., the simultaneous 
transmissions from the corresponding mesh nodes packed in 
the sam e  bin will not lead to the situation that the accumu
lated interference power at any intended receiver exceeds the 
predefined system threshold since the interference threshold at 
the corresponding intended receiver is the upper bound of the 
size for the bins at corresponding dimension. • 

Theorem 8: Algorithm 1 produces an interference-free link
channel scheduling whose achieved system throughput is at 
least logarithmical fraction of the optimum if a( e, f) is a 
feasible solution of the gateway selection problem we defined 
in Section III. 

Proof Assume that we have the value of a( e, f) from a 
solution of gateway selection problem we defined in Section 
III. It is not difficult to see that the Algorithm 1 can be com
puted in polynomial time in terms of size of the WMN . Due 
to the space limitation here, we defer the exact computational 
complexity in the full version of this paper. The crucial part 
we need to show is that the approximation ratio of Algorithm 
1 in terms of achievable network throughput by our scheme 

Algorithm 1 Interference-aware link-channel scheduling 

Input: Graph G = (V, E) ofm links, a(e,f), c(e,f), T for 
all links and channels and switching overhead (. 

Output: An interference-aware link-channel scheduling. 
I: Sort the links of G in descending order according to 

LfEf a(e, f) . c(e, f). L et (eI, e2,'" , em) denote the 
sorted list of links. 

2: for each link ei E E do 
3: for each channel f E f do 
4: N(ei, f) = T·a(ei, f)·c(e, f) be the total throughput 

to be achieved at link ei on channel f during the time 
T; 

5: for j = 1 to T do 
6: for each link ei E E with LfEfN(ei,f) ¥-0 do 
7: Select one uniq ue f E f with M ax( N( ei, f)); alai pi . 
8: Assume e· = (u v) Set wV (f) = " "  '] accordm g  t , . u 

(duv)"'rv 
to Eq uation 30; 

9: E xecute SETCOVER(V, w) for multiple multi
dimensional bin packing [34]; 

10: Select one bin 23 with max imal throughput achievement 
according to Eq uation 31; 

I I : for V(e = (u, v) , f) E SB do 
12: Set Xe=(u,v),f,j = 0; 
13: for V(e = (u,v),f) E SB do 
14: if Lf,el:el=(u,x)EEI\XEV Xe' ,J,j < �(u) then 
15: if Xe,J,j-l = 1 then 
16: Set Xe,J,j = 1; 
17: Set N(e,f) = N(e,f) -A{,v; 
18: else 
19: Set Xe,J,j = 1; 
20: Set N(e,f) = N(e,f) -A{,v(l- (); 

compared to the optimum. According to Algorithm 1, we 
choose the channel for each link with highest traffic demand 
to be schedule in each iteration. Due to the selection strategy 
(e.g., extended version of procedure SETCOVER(V, w) for 
multiple multi-dimensional bin packing in [34]) we employed 
in this work, we can guarantee that the total time slots we need 
to schedule all selected links is only logarithmical factor away 
from the optimum. Moreover, we schedule the transmissions 
of the links " packed" in the bin SB with ma ximal throughput 
achievement in each time slot during the period schedule time 
T. Conseq uently, it implies that 0 PT(T) � 

8(log n) L Max ( L (Xe,J,t-lAL+(I-()Xe,Jl,t-lA{,j))' 
t '13(t) 

It completes the proof. • 
Note that there may not always exist a feasible solution 

for the gateway selection problem we formulated due to the 
fairn ess constraint f(u) � Aol(u), Vu E V and the traffic 
req uirement ae,f, Ve E E /\ f E f. H owever, we can always 
set the minimum fairn ess factor AO a small constant value � 0 
to make the problem feasible in the given WMN . 



V. GATEWAY SELECTION SCHEME 

Due to extremely high computing complexity to find an 
optimal solution of the gateway selection we fonn ulated in 
Section III, we propose a new polynomial-time approximation 
algorithm for selection of exact k mesh nodes as the Intern et 
gateways in order to ma ximize overall network throughput 
in WM Ns under considerations of switching overhead and 
physical interference model. O ur new scheme based on the 
fram ework of gateway selection proposed in [36], but we 
propose a new weighting scheme to altern ate the original 
weighting approach for protocol interference model, which 
is used to associate and capture the uniq ue characters of the 
physical interference model in order to ma ximize the network 
throughput. Combining with our new interference-aware link
channel scheduling scheme (Algorithm 1, e.g., crucial com
ponent to guarantee the perfonn ance) proposed in Section IV, 
we can show that the network throughput achieved by our 
scheme is only a poly-Iogarithmical factor away compared 
to the optimum. Note also that the scheme specially on the 
interference-free link-channel scheduling approach proposed 
in [36] is mainly designed for the scenario under protocol 
interference model that can not be implied to guarantee the 
perfonn ance in tenn s of network throughput for scenario based 
on physical interference model. 

F or the completeness of our presentation, we reproduce 
some notions introduced in [36]. 

Definition 9: Given a graph G = (V, E ), a dominating set 
is a subset D of V such that every node v E V - D is adj acent 
to at least one node in D. 

Definition 10: A minimum dominating set for a given graph 
G is a dominating set with minimum cardinality. 

Compared to the existing work in [36], we define a new 
weighting scheme for each pair of mesh nodes (u, v) : 
Vu E V, "Iv E V of the communication graph G that is 
used to describe the throughput gain by mesh node u if u 
votes v as a potential gateway. Note that it is unnecessary 
that (u, v) E E .  Moreover, the new weighting scheme can 
capture the characters of the physical interference model more 
precisely compared to the one in [36]. 

Definition 11: The throughput gain (3(u, v) achieved at 
mesh node u due to voting v as a  potential gateway is defined 

as follows: (3(u v) = O:::e� fEfc(e,f)(r!-L:eT�w) 
: Ie = , 2 u,v ·IUjEf(e)I(e.!)1 

(U, W) E E 1\ hw,v ::; hu,v, where hu,v is the minimal number 
of hops from u to v, and the am plitude factor e is a constant 
integer. 

Note that (3(u, v) may not be the sam e  as (3(v, u) due to 
asymmetric capacity on links (u, v) and (v, u). It is clear 
from Definition 11 that the throughput gain (3(u, v) can be 
significantly large if the total link capacity on all selected links 
e are large, the minimal hop distance from u to v is small, the 
cardinality of set of links that can cause interference with e is 
small, or the difference between the pre-defined interference 
threshold at v and the total accumulated interference power 
by the links e is large. In practical (our simulation results), 
we found that the am plitude factor e = 1 is good enough 

to distinguish different throughput gains over the WMN. 
According to the different value of the throughput gains, it 
also leads to a new weighting scheme in which the computing 
complexity of our new weighting scheme is very small and 
also such a scheme is much easy to be implemented. Moreover, 
it takes an import ant role in the gateway selection scheme to 
reduce the computing burden. 

B ased on the throughput gains (3(u, v), we employ the 
ranking approach in [36] for every mesh node v E V, which 
indicates the " importance" of v to be a gateway. This ranking 
approach can be used to produce an optimal gateway selection 
scheme when single gateway scenario is considered. 

Definition 12: The importance of v E V to be a gateway is 
defined as follows: e(v) = L'v'UEV (3(u, v). 

Conseq uently, by ranking the " importance" of all mesh node 
v according to Definition 12, the one with largest value ofrank 
will be selected as the Intern et gateway for the single-gateway 
scenario. H owever, in this paper, we focus on multi-gateway 
scenario in the WMNs and simple greedy-based approach can 
not guarantee the perfonn ance in tenn s of achievable network 
throughput. F rom such a ranking approach for single-gateway 
scenario, a subset � c V that contains exact k mesh nodes 
with largest " importance" weights am ong all mesh nodes can 
be constructed for later use in the design of multi-gateway 
selection scheme which is the exactly sam e  approach as the 
one introduced in [36]. 

According to the throughput gains, we now define a new 
complete graph Gt to present and reserve the properties of 
the throughput gains in original graph G we addressed above. 

Definition 13: Given G = (V, E )  and the throughput gains 
by Definition 11, the graph Gt = (Vt, Et) defines as a 
weighted complete graph such as V = vt, (u, v) E Et) 
for Vu E V, "Iv E V ,  and the weight associating on link 
(u, v) E Et) is (3(u, v). 

F or the technical sakes, we also define another graph G* 
which induced from Gt based on a param eter c;, the optimal 
value of c; will be detenn ined during construction of our multi
gateway selection scheme later. 

Definition 14: H aving Gt = (Vt, Et) and a param eter c;, 
the graph G* (V* , E* , c;) can be defined as a subgraph of Gt = 

(vt, Et) such that V* = vt and (u, v) E E* C Et if and 
only if (u, v) E Et and (3(u, v) 2: c;. 

O ur gateway selection scheme based on the fram ework in 
[36] but the different weighting scheme had been proposed in 
order to capture the uniq ue characters of physical interference 
model. The essential idea of the gateway selection scheme is 
to use the combination of a 2 -approximation minimum dom
inating set algorithm and parametric pruning techniq ues [14], 

[24], [25], [31] in our new constructed graph G*(V*,E*,c;) 
to select k mesh nodes, which leads to an approximate con
figuration of the best k mesh nodes which can be used to act 
the Intern et gateways. Combining our new interference-aware 
link-channel scheduling approach proposed in Section IV with 
the " good" properties we constructed in G*(V*, E*, c;) and the 
selection scheme produced by the approximation algorithm 
for the minimum dominating set in G*, we claim that the 



network throughput achieved by our algorithm is only poly
logarithmical factor far from the optimum. The details are 
illustrated in Algorithm 2. 

Algorithm 2 Selection of k Gateways. 

Input: Graph G = (V, E), the parameter of the number of gateways 
k and the capacity c(e, f) , '<Ie E E, '<IJ E f. 

Output: Set of gateways <1>. 
I :  Compute throughput gains (3(u, v) for '<Iu E V, '<Iv E V 

according to Definition 1 1 ; 
2: Compute [>(v) , '<Iv E V according to Definition 12; 
3: Construct the set � based on [>( v ) , '<Iv E V; 
4:  Construct the weighted graph Gt by Definition 13 ;  
5 :  Sort the weights o f  link e i  i n  nondecreasing order 

Cl , C2 , · · ·  , Cm ,  where m = IEt l and 1 � i � m; 
6: low +- 1; (<I> can be all V) 
7: high +- m; (<I> can be a single v E V) 
8: repeat 

mid := r hi9hilow 1 ;  9: 
10: 

I I : 

12: 

13: 

14: 

construct G* = (V, E* , Cmid) by Definition 14; 
<I> : =DominatingSet(G* ) (by the Algorithm in [24]); 
if 1 <1> 1  > k then 

high := mid; 
else 

15: low := mid; 
16: until high � low (binary search) 
1 7: if 1 <1> 1  < k then 
1 8: Add the top k - 1 <1> 1  nodes v E � to <I> for v 1. <1>; 
19: Output(<I» ; 

Theorem 15: The Algorithm 2 can produce an efficient 
gateway selection scheme in polynomial time in terms of the 
network size. 

Proof The correctness and efficiency of Algorithm 2 
directly follows from Theorem 10 in [36] since we only mod
ify the weighting scheme compared to the original gateway 
selection scheme in [36] . • 

In what follows, we show the performance of our gateway 
selection approach, e.g., combination of gateway selection 
scheme (Algorithm 2) and our new interference-aware link
channel scheduling approach (Algorithm 1) can be guaranteed 
in terms of the achieved network throughput, which is speci
fied in the following theorem. 

Theorem 16: The network throughput achieved by our gate
way selection approach (Algorithm 2 followed by Algorithm 
1) is at least a poly-Iogarithmical fraction of the optimum. 

Proof It had been shown in [34] that the Algorithm 
2 can generate a constant approximation guarantee in terms 
of the network throughput by execution of an optimal 
interference-aware link-channel scheduling scheme. Combin
ing with our O(log n)-approximation interference-aware link
channel scheduling scheme (Algorithm 1), it directly follows 
that the network throughput achieved by our new gateway 
selection scheme is only a poly-Iogarithmical factor away 
compared to the optimum. • 

VI.  SIMULATIONS 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of different 
gateway selection schemes in terms of network throughput in 

randomly generated multi-radio multi-channel WMNs under 
physical interference model. We compare the performance of 
our scheme with three well known existing gateway placement 
schemes in [23] that includes random, fixed and grid-based de
ployments. The simulation results show that our new gateway 
selection scheme can effectively exploit the available resources 
and achieve higher network throughput compared to random, 
fixed and grid-based schemes. Due to the space constraint, we 
defer these issues into the full version of this paper. 

VII .  CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we investigate the problem of gateway 
selection for throughput optimization in multi-radio multi
channel wireless mesh networks. In contrast to the various 
methodologies in the literature, we not only explicitly model 
the delay overhead that is incurred during channel switching, 
and consider this delay-related issue in the design of our mech
anism but also employ the most reliable interference model in 
our approach, e.g., physical interference model. To the best of 
our knowledge, it is the first time to take account switching 
overhead into the scenario of gateway selection in multi-radio 
multi-channel wireless networks under physical interference 
model. In this paper, we formulate the gateway selection 
scenario as a NP-hard optimization problem. Due to extremely 
high computational burden to generate an optimal solution, 
we also propose a new approximation algorithm for gateway 
selection using a cross-layer throughput optimization that can 
effectively exploit the available resources. Combining with a 
new interference-aware link-channel scheduling scheme we 
proposed in this work, we prove that the performance of our 
gateway selection scheme on the achieved network throughput 
is only a logarithmical factor far to the optimum in terms of 
the size of network. Simulation results demonstrate that our 
mechanism can effectively exploit the available resources and 
achieve much higher network throughput than random, fixed 
deployment and grid-based methods in the literature. 
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